
 
Apollo (improved) ................. HYBRID VIGOUR

An early season tomato, producing high yields of round, 
tasty, medium to large fruit over a long period, makes Apollo 
Improved a popular hybrid variety for the home gardener.
Indeterminate  Requires staking
Height   2m Plant 50cm apart               FFK  GFT

Baby Plum ............................ HYBRID VIGOUR
This trusse tomato has the most intensely sweet flavour  
and juicy flesh, with an elongated shape and deep colour.  
Ideal for salads or cooking they also make a great snack.
Indeterminate  Requires staking
Height   2m Plant 50cm apart               FFK

Big Beef (Yates) ................. HYBRID VIGOUR
Award winning hybrid variety. Large and juicy with old-
fashioned beefsteak flavour. Long season, heavy yields, 
superior disease resistance. Excellent slicing tomato for 
sandwiches and burgers.
Indeterminate  Requires staking
Height   2m Plant 50cm apart               FFK

Black Russian .............................. HEIRLOOM
An heirloom variety, that is a must for black tomato fans with 
its complex flavour, sweet and spicy with smoky undertones. 
Drying the fruit enhances the flavour. The fruit is large, round 
and smooth and almost mahogany in colour. Black Russian is an 
open, pollinated vaiety with good disease resistance, is early to 
mature and a heavy cropper.
Indeterminate  Requires staking
Height   2m Space 50cm - 1m apart    FFK

Burnley Surecrop ..................... AUSSIE TOM
A tall vigorous tomato that produces medium sized, round 
fruit. Disease resistant. Ideal to use in salads, hot dishes, 
soups, preserving and sauces.
Indeterminate  Requires staking
Height   2.5m Plant 50cm apart               FFK

Cherokee Purple ......................... HEIRLOOM
The fruit is so dark, they call it ‘black’. Big fruit with a big, 
complex and rich flavour. Reputed to have been a gift from 
Cherokee Indians in the USA in the late 1800’s. Late maturing.
Indeterminate  Requires staking
Height   2.5m Plant 50cm apart               FFK

Cherry Mix .................................... HERITAGE
Colourful selection of plant varieties bearing red, orange and 
yellow cherry sized fruit. A tasty addition to salads, just the right 
size for canapes or a treat for children as a snack.
Indeterminate  Requires staking
Height   2m Plant 50cm apart               MVG

Golden Girl ................................... HEIRLOOM
Dating back to the 1920’s that’s rumoured to have won 1st 
Place at the Chicago Fair 10 years in a row. Fruits are golden 
yellow to deep orange, globe shaped and meaty. The perfect 
balance of acid and sugars gives it a sweet, yet tangy flavour. 
Indeterminate  Requires staking
Height   2m Plant 50cm apart               FFK

Green Zebra  ..................  MODERN HERITAGE
The result of breeding 4 heirloom varieties, Green Zebra 
yields rich, yellow-green, medium sized fruit with distinctive 
darker green stripes. The flesh is lime to emerald in colour; 
the texture of the flesh is creamy and the flavour tangy 
Green Zebra produces a heavy crop and is also low in acid.  
A great tomato for adding some zing to that tired old salad.
Indeterminate  Requires staking
Height   1m Plant 40cm apart               FFK

Grosse Lisse  ................................ HERITAGE
This all time favouritetomato variety produces medium to 
large smooth globe shaped fruit, with excellent flavour. 
Grosse Lisse improved is an F1 hybrid variety noted for the 
abundance of fruit it produces, but requires judcious lateral 
pruning to encourage development of large tomatoes.
Indeterminate  Requires staking
Height   2m Plant 50cm apart     FFK  GFT  MVG

Health Kick ..................................  HERITAGE
Health Kick is a high yielding, vigorous tomato with sweet grape 
shaped tomatoes weighing approx. 125 grams each. The plum 
sized fruit of Health Kick contain 50% more of the cancer-
fighting anti-oxidant lycopene, than other tomato varieties.
Determinate  Prefers staking
Height   2m Plant 80cm apart               FFK

Heirloom Mix ............................... HEIRLOOM
A selection of eight heirloom favourites combine to create a 
range of colour, shape , size and flavour. The blend includes 
Mortgage Lifter (pin), Red Brandywine, Kellogg’s Beefsteak 
(orange), Aunty Ruby’s German Green, Black Krim, Big 
Rainbow (bicolour) and Great White.
Indeterminate  Requires staking
Height   2m- 2.5m Plant 60 - 70cm apart        MVG

KY1 .............................................. AUSSIE TOM
KY1 is a prolific, Australian classic, Summer to Autumn 
fruiting bush tomato. It produces medium sized fruit which 
is excellent for use in sauces, soups and preserves. Fruit 
holds green on the bush for a long time and makes superb 
chutney. Ideal for containers.
Bush Type  No staking required
Height   1m Plant 80cm apart              FFK MVG

Mighty Red ...................... HYBRID VIGOUR
A F1 hybrid that produces large globe shaped fruit. The 
tomatoes are firm fleshed with excellent flavour. Fertilse with 
high potassium fertiliser when flowering and fruiting. Keep 
plants moist while fruit is developing.
Indeterminate  Requires staking
Height   2m Plant 1m apart                  FFK

Mortgage Lifter ........................... HEIRLOOM
Bred by ‘Radiator Charlie’ (M.C.Byles) in the 1930’s, these meaty 
mild flavoured tomatoes with few seeds are said to have helped 
Charlie pay off his mortgage; they were so popular. The fruit is 
pinkish-red, slightly flattened globe shape and ranges from 250 
-1500 grams in weight. Some tomato! It is said they make the 
perfect tomato sandwich.
Indeterminate  Requires staking
Height   2 - 3m Plant 1m apart                  FFK

Mr Ugly ................................  HYBRID VIGOUR
A fantastic tomato for all gardeners to grow because although 
he is ugly, he’s also a very strong, top-performing variety that 
rewards efforts with a big, bold tomato taste.
Indeterminate  Requires staking
Height   1.6m Plant 60cm apart              FFK

Oxheart .......................................... HERITAGE
Large heart-shaped, red fruit full of sweet, juicy flavour and 
low in acid. Ideal for use in sauces, preserves, soups and 
casseroles.
Indeterminate  Requires staking
Height   2m Plant 50cm apart              MVG

Patio ............................................... HERITAGE
A compact upright variety making it ideal for containers 
or pots. Produces small to medium round red fruit with 
excellent tomato flavour
Bush  No staking required
Height   .5m Plant 40cm apart              FFK

Pot Roma (Yates) .............  HYBRID VIGOUR
Celebrating ‘Yates’ 125th Anniversary’ Pot Roma is a prolific 
‘paste’ tomato producer on compact plants. Ideal for 
containers.
Bush  No staking required
Height   .5m Plant 40cm apart              FFK

Principe Borghese ..................HEIRLOOM
A popular, early maturing heirloom variety, Principe Borghese 
bears oval shaped, red fruit, 30-40mm in size, with very 
meaty flesh. The fruit holds well on the bush. In Italy 
Principe Borghese is used extensively for sun drying.
Indeterminate  Requires staking
Height   1.5m Plant 40cm apart              FFK

Riesentraube .................................HEIRLOOM
Germany. Dates back to the 1850’s. Name translates as giant 
grapes because of the huge ‘bunches’ of 20-40cm cherry 
type fruit. Riesentraube are pear shaped and have a rich, 
low acid flavour. Ideal for cool climate cultures including 
Tasmania.
Indeterminate  Requires staking
Height   2.5m Plant 50cm apart              FFK

Roma ............................................... HERITAGE
Highly popular, long, oval-shaped red fruit is extremely 
popular and is very low in seeds. Perfect for pastes and 
sauces, pizza, pasta and casseroles.
Determinate  Requires staking
Height   1m - 1.5m Plant 50cm apart              FFK  MVG

Rouge De Marmande ....................  HERITAGE
Large, flat irregular shaped fruit with fantastic flavour. Rouge 
de Marmande is a tried and true favourite, perfect for sauces, 
soups, stuffing, roasting and frying.
Indeterminate  Requires staking
Height   2m Plant 75cm apart              FFK  MVG

Russian Red .................................... HEIRLOOM
Small-medium sized, round, red tomato of New Zealand 
breeding (1948), ideal for cold nights and tough conditions.  
Very juicy with excellent ‘tomato’ flavour. Upright bushy habit 
and is ideal for containers.
Indeterminate  Requires staking
Height   1.5m Plant 80cm apart              FFK

Siberian ........................................... HEIRLOOM
Spreading bush type growth habit plant. Heirloom from 
Russia, popular in Alaska. Fruit is approx. 50-75mm in size, 
egg-shapped with a strong ‘tomato’ flavour. Excellent for 
containers and raised beds.
Determinate  No staking required
Height  .5m Plant 75cm apart              FFK

South Australian ......................... AUSSIE TOM
Victorian Department of Agriculture breeding. A genuine 
‘South Australian’ style with medium/large flat, ribbed fruit on 
bushy plants. Ideal for cool conditions.
Determinate  No staking required
Height   50cm - 1m Plant 50cm apart              FFK

Sweet Bite ...............................HYBRID VIGOUR
A cherry tomato bearing masses of sweet and juicy 2.5cm fruit 
on trusses. Makes a great snack or use in salads.
Indeterminate  Requires staking
Height   2m Plant 50cm apart              FFK  MVG

Sweet N Neat ......................... HYBRID VIGOUR
Sweet ‘n’ Neat is the perfect pick for balconies or other extra-
small garden spaces. You can even try growing it in a sunny 
windowsill. The prolific plant sets fruit in grape-like clusters.
Determinate  No staking required
Height   30cm Plant 30cm apart              FFK

Tiny Tim ........................................... HEIRLOOM
An abundant supply of tiny, full-flavoured bright red fruit 
on vigorous bushy plants. Ideal for baskets and pots in size 
restricted gardens, also a great variety for the vegetable garden.
Determinate  No staking required
Height  .5m Plant 75cm apart            FFK  MVG

Tommy Toe ..................................... HEIRLOOM
An extremely popular tall variety bearing small size cherry 
shaped fruit 20-40mm that form clusters. Tommy Toe has 
good old fashioned flavour and is long cropping. It also has 
great disease resistance qualities.
Indeterminate  Requires staking
Height   2 - 2.5m Plant 50cm apart              FFK

Tumblin’ Tiger .......................  HYBRID VIGOUR
Tumblin’ Tiger produces prolific crops of up to 300 fruits per plant. 
The striped, plum shaped tomatoes have a delicious, juicy flavour - 
perfect for snacking on! This British bred cherry tomato has a neat, 
compact bush habit making it ideal for a pot on the windowsill, or a 
basket or container, where it takes on a gentle trailing habit. 
Determinate  No staking required
Height   30cm Spread   45cm                  FFK

Tumbling Tom Red ................ HYBRID VIGOUR
Ideal for hanging baskets or containers, Tumbling Tom’s have 
a cascading, even branching habit. Producing high yields of 
deliciously sweet red fruit up to 4cm, Tumbling Tom Red is 
great in salads, sandwiches or even as a fruit on its own.
Indeterminate  No staking required
Height   30cm Spread   30 – 40cm           FFK

Tumbling Tom Yellow .......... HYBRID VIGOUR
Perfect for hanging baskets or containers, Tumbling Tom Yellow 
has even branching with a trailing habit. An abundance of sweet, 
juicy yellow fruit up to 4cm, makes Tumbling Tom Yellow perfect 
for adding colour and flavour to salads and summer dishes.
Indeterminate  No staking required
Height   30cm Spread   30 – 40cm          FFK

Yellow Pear ................................... HEIRLOOM
A great variety for children with a mild, low acid flavour and 
they are so vigorous they can be trellised. They are very prolific, 
producing masses of fruit from 70-75 days after planting. They 
require plenty of fertiliser. Tomatoes produce their best crops 
when grown in full sun, but they do require frost protection.
Indeterminate  Requires staking
Height   2m Plant 60-90cm apart        FFK
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PRODUCT RANGES:
FFK  - Funky Fresh Kitchen
  100mm square pots 12 per tray
MVG - My Vegie Garden 
  metric punnets 10 per tray
GFT  - Grafted Tomato Pot
  100mm square pots 12 per tray


